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ABSTRACT

This dissertation proposes the various methods to decriminalise same-sex sexual intercourse as an

offence in Uganda. Chapter one introduces the problem of the sodomy laws and how it has

recently taken centre stage in the struggle of human rights in Uganda. The chapter states the

problem, the research questions that are proposed to be answered, the objectives of the study, and

its scope and methodology. lt points out the possible limitations, and reviews the literature on the

subject of gay and lesbian rights. Chapter two analyses how gay and lesbian rights can be given

effect through constitutional adjudication by reading protection for sexual minorities into the rights

to equality, dignity and privacy that are protected in the Ugandan Constitution into three important

rights: the rights to equality, dignity and privacy. The Chapter also evaluates the philosophical

underpinnings that manifest opposition to gay rights, focusing particularly on religion and traditions.

A possible approach to be followed by the African Commission to advance gay and lesbian rights is

suggested. lt is argued that this can be achieved by giving an expansive meaning to the terms such

as "values" and "traditions". Emphasis is placed on tolerance and diversity as important values in

the discourse of human rights in Africa generally and Uganda in particular, by presenting cogent

evidence that homosexuality is not inimical to Africa but on the contrary part of Africa. Chapter

three suggests that in order to properly address the issue of gay and lesbian rights in Uganda,

there is need to evaluate the dominant heterosexual paradigm. Similarly gay and lesbian advocates

need to understand the intricate dynamics of culture and religion in Uganda so as to have a

dialogue with a view towards possible acceptance. Chapter four concludes with recommendations

for improved gay rights advocacy.
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Ghapter 1 : !ntroduction

1.1 Background to the Study

Recently when a group of gays and lesbians addressed a press conference in Kampala, seeking

recognition and protection of their rights from government and the public at large,l there was a quick

and hostile response from the public and religious organisations that condemned the group as

immoral and charged that they were blackmailing the government.2 There was also a swift and firm

statement from the Minister of Ethics and lntegrity that laws would not be changed to recognise the

group, though in a bid to save face, the minister indicated that the group's members would not be

arrested though the government knew who they were. ln addition to the numerous persistent attacks

from the different media houses, the public organised a demonstration against the group in the streets

of Kampala.3

This has brought the debate on homosexuality into the pubic arena in a way that had previously not

been anticipated. This is not to say that in the past gay and lesbian questions had not generated any

debate. However the recent trends indicate that the debate is gaining momentum, in terms of

organisation and advocacy strategies by gay and lesbian advocates, to ensure full protection of gays

and lesbians as sexual minorities. lt also implies that there are many permutations and unresolved

issues surrounding gay and lesbian rights in Uganda. This debate follows on the heels of a high court

case brought against the state by a claimant who has publicly stated that he is a homosexual, and has

alleged an infringement of his right to privacy by the unlawful search of his residence by the police.a

Because of the rule of sub judice I will not make it part of the discussion in this thesis.s

1.2 Rationale of the Research

Anti-sodomy laws feature prominently in many penal systems in Africa. ln Uganda, not only are there

repressive legal provisions against gays and lesbians, but there are also constitutional prohibitions

1 Sexual Minorities Uganda (SMUG) Ugandan LGBTI Human Rights Media Campaign Launch Press Conference: 16 August
2007, on-line at <www.sexualminoritiesuganda.org>; 'Homosexuals demand acceptance in society' on-line at

5http://www.monitor.co.ug/news/news08175.php> (accessed on 2007-17-08).
' 'Uganda rejects a gay rights call' available on-line at http://news.bbc.co.uU2lhilalrical6952157.stm> (accessed on 2007-08-
17); 'Religious leaders rap homosexuals'on-line at <http://www.newvision.co.ug/D/8/13/581922> (accessed on 2007-18-08),
'Religious leaders protest gay demands', on-line at <http://www.newvision.co.uglDl8l1Z582386> (accessed on 2007-20-08),
'ls Africa homophobic?'On-line at <http://newsforums.bbc.co.uUnol/thread.jspa?threadlD=7154 &edition=2&ttl=20
0708172U517> (accessed on 2OO7-10-25), '95 per cent Ugandans oppose homosexuality', available at
<http://www.monitor.co.ug/news/news08235.php> (accessed on 2007-2-08); 'DJ suspended over homo talk show', on-line at
<http://www.newvision.co.uglDlll1Z583941> (accessed on the 2007-29-08)', and'Ugandans hold anti-gay sex rally'on-line
?t <http://news.bbc.co.uU2lhilafrical6957336.stm> (accessed on 2007-21-08).
'See'Churches plan demo against gay'onJine at <http://www.monitor.co.ug/news/newsO8212.php> (accessed on2007-21-
08), '95 per cent Ugandans oppose homosexuality', on-line at (http://www.monitor.co.ug/news/news08235.php> (accessed
on 2007-2-08).
a See Yvonne Oyoo and Juliet Mukasa v. the Attomey General Misc. Application No. 247 of 2006. Confidential summary of
lhe court pleadings on-line at <www.sexualminoritiesuganda.org> (accessed on 20007-08-26).
" The rule ol sub judice is an English common law rule that bars discussion of court cases before their determination. ln
Uganda this rules is still strictly enforced. By the time I completed my first draft, the case had been fixed for judgment.
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targeting same-sex sexual unions.6 There are presently many arguments in Uganda against the

acceptance of gay men and lesbians; the commonest of these are that homosexuality is contrary to

Africa culture, and constitutes a threat to the family as an institution and undermines African values.

The penal laws that target same-sex sexual relations have their origin from Britain,T the former

colonial masters. ln this regard, it is difficult to argue that they are representative of the social needs of

the Ugandan society, unless seen as forming part of the colonial legacy.

Sodomy laws as a starting point, clearly show that law-makers do not exactly appreciate what sexual

orientation means, raising the possibility that the law as it stands may be targeting a group for

apparently no clearly articulated reasons. lt is therefore important to note that'[s]exual orientation is

defined by reference to erotic attraction: in the case of heterosexuals, to members of the opposite sex,

in the case of gays and lesbians, to members of the same sex. Potentially a homosexual or gay or

lesbian person can therefore be anyone who is erotically attracted to members of his or her own sex'.t

To premise marginalisation of a specific group on grounds of a group's identity is a culmination of

subjugation, alienation and oppression. Thus what is being punished by the anti-sodomy law is not an

act but (also) a person, the 'so called sodomite that performs' the act. What the law denounces is 'the

threat that same-sex passion in itself is seen as representing to the heterosexual hegemony'.e

The pressing problem is that, because of notions of what may be considered to be African 'values and

traditions' and what my be regarded as an atfront thereto,lo discrimination and marginalisation of this

group has been systematic and ongoing. This is in spite of the various provision of the Ugandan

constitution that guarantee equality, dignity and privacy and the guarantees in African Charter (a

document to which Uganda is a state party) that protect the right to equality and dignity.ll

Discrimination is not only entrenched by the sodomy laws but is epitomised by the cultural resistance

to their repeal." This paper proposes the strategies that could be adopted to ensure meaningful legal

u On July 5 2006, an amendment to the Constitution of Uganda prohibiting same sex marriages passed through Parliament
yvith a majority of 111votes to 17, with 3 abstentions. See the new article 31(2a) of the Ugandan Constitution.
' These laws were generally imposed by way of reception clauses in the Colonial Ordinances that operated in much of British
colonialAfrica.t E Cameron 'sexual Orientation and the Constitution: A Test Case for Human Rights' (1993) 110 South Afican Law Joumal
450.
s See Nafional Coatition for Gay and Lesbian Equatity v Minister of Jusfice 1999(1) S (CC) para22 per Justice Akermann.
'0 This notion is embedded in article 27 (7) oi the African Charter, which imposes a duty to promote and protect African
values. This is further buttressed by provisions in the 1995 Ugandan constitution which guarantee the right to culture. The
Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa which emphasises in its
Preamble that solidarity and tolerance as its core values offers a possible clarification to the term 'African values'.
" Uganda is a state party to both the African Charter on Human and People's Rights and the lnternational Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights (CCPR). For status of ratification of the African Charter see http:www.africa-union.org (accessed on-line
2007-10-15), see also http://www.ohchr.org/english/bodies/ratification/4.htm for ratification status of (CCPR) where Uganda's
gpcession date is given as 21 Jun 1995 a.
'' While in Uganda gay men are referred to as 'abasryazl', a derogatory and demeaning term, there is cogent evidence to
show that one of the kings of Uganda, a cultural head for the Baganda people in central Uganda, was in fact gay.See S
Tamale 'Out of the Closet: Unveiling Sexuality Discourses in Uganda' Femnist Afican,lssue 2003 pp 5-15 on this fact.
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reform by relying on the jurisprudence of the South African Constitutional Court, the African

Commission and the UN Committee on Human Rights.13

The legal basis for changing the present laws is based on the three distinct rights of equality, dignity

and privacy, and how they resonate with the postulated African cultures and traditions under the

African Charter, which cultures and traditions are embedded attributes of a heterosexual culture in

Uganda.la

The belief that heterosexuality is the only natural form of sexual expression is rooted in a cultural

framework that defines heterosexuality as compulsory and homosexuality as deviant or pathological,

hence blatantly immoral and disgusting.ls Shestack argues that morality may be properly understood if

it is connected with tolerance of differences in society. Hence equal treatment of all citizens is a

moral issue which should be implicated whenever a section of society is alienated.'u !t is contended

that there is nothing barring the state from enforcing morality, but only as far as the enforcement of

morals does not lead to prejudices, like in this case against gay and lesbians.lT

1.3 Objectives

The general objective of the study is to assess the role of culture and traditions as stumbling blocks in

the legal reform that would lead to the decriminalization of same-sex sexual intercourse. The specific

objectives of the study are:

(a) To analyse the extent of the normative legal framework protects gays and lesbian rights in

Uganda.

(b) To determine the role of culture and traditions in formulating this normative this framework.

(c) To propose the various ways in which culture may provide an entry point in order to effect

the decriminalisation of male same sex intercourse or'sodomy'.

1.4 Research Questions

The study seeks to answer the following questions:

(a) What stereotypes influence society's views on sexual identity?

(b) To what extent do these stereotypes impede the decriminalisation of sodomy?

(c) What strategies may be undertaken to strike down laws that criminalise sodomy?

t'Toonen v Australia Communication No. 488/'t992: Australia O4tO4l94 CCPR/C/S0/D 148811992. (Jurisprudence) Convention
Abbreviation: CCPR
'o The African Charter does not provide for the right to privacy, thus postulating the strength of the traditional communalistic
stlucture of society which places less emphasis on individual rights.

" M Machera 'Opening a Can of Worms: A Debate on Female Sexuality in the Lecture Theatre' in A Signe (ed) Re-Thinking
Sexuality in Africa (2004\ p157.

'6 J J Shestack, 'The Phil6sophical Foundation of Human Rights' Human Rights Quafterty (1gg1) 20 pp 201-234in C Heynes

\ed) , Human Rights Peace and Justice in Africa (2006) pp 6-7.
'' Shestack (n 16 above). 
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(d) How can cross-cultural dialogue help to promote the understanding of sodomy?

1.5 Scope

This study will focus on the sodomy laws in Africa with specific reference to Uganda. Comparison

shall be made between the Ugandan and South African legal regimes. Uganda is chosen because

it represents one of the African countries where same-sex unions are specifically prohibited by the

Constitution.

1.6 Methodology

Desk WorULibrary Research: The researcher shall carry out library research for one month. This

will be aimed at studying what has been written on gay men and lesbian women's rights with

particular emphasis on sexual identity and the various attitudes existing in a multicultural setting.

This is because the writer has limited time and resources to under take any other methods.

1.7 Limitations

A number of limitations are anticipated because of the controversy surrounding not only homosexuality

but sexuality as a whole in Uganda. For instance, the subject of gay rights in Africa has not attracted

a lot of jurisprudence in many African countries including Uganda thus the author will be confronted

with the problem of relying on comparative law that may be misleading in addressing the problem of

gay rights. Lastly time and limited space will limit the scope and depth of this thesis.

1.8 Literature Review

A lot has been written on gay and lesbian rights world over so that one may in fact not be able to read

all that is available on the subject. A careful scrutiny of the immense volume of works on the subject

however reveals some gaps, especially with regard to the African legal landscape.

Cameron argues for the decriminalization of the law against sodomy because it treats gay conduct as

monsterous and an insult.l8 Retief discusses the relationship between what he calls moral panic in the

law and the police brutality on gay communities in South Africa. le

Minnow examines people's differences with explicit reference to one's traits as distinct from

sameness.'o Bartlett avers that the appropriate way to address questions of exclusion is to expose the

unstated norms and to re-evaluate them mainly as a function of a social arrangement that excludes

" E Cameron ' " Unapprehended Felons': Gay and lesbians and the law and the law in South Africa' in Mark Gevisser &
Edwin Cameron (eds) Defiant Desire: Gay and lesbian lives in South Africa (1994) p.90.
'' G Retief 'Keeping Sodom Out of the Laager: Policing of sexual Minorities in South Africa' in Defiant Desire (n 18 above) pp
99.
20 M Minnow Making Atlthe Difference: lnclusive, Exclusive, and Ameican taw (1990) pp 53-54.
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others.21 prof pierre de Vos regards relationship between groups as critical to the experience of

domination.22

1.9 Breakdown of ChaPters

Chapter ll will discuss gay and lesbian rights in the big matrix of the Ugandan Constitution by reading

protection for sexual minorities into the rights to equality, dignity and privacy that are protected in the

Ugandan Constitution, and exploring ways in which the above rights could be limited and analysing

the difficulties of articulating the gay and lesbian protection in these rights, given the heterosexual

paradigm within which such articulation must take place. The chapter will evaluate the argument that

the discourse of morality is alien to African and will argue that the preservation of African morality was

a foreign notion.

Chapter lll examines in detail the notion of homosexuality under the African charter, with specific

reference to African values and traditions as set out in the charter with the ultimate purpose of

illustrating that the reference to values is a reference to constitutional values of tolerance, diversity,

human dignity and equality that ought to be protected. The interplay between African values and

tradition will then form the main thrust in postulating the need for both internal and cross cultural

dialogue on gay and lesbian rights in Africa. chapter lV concludes the thesis with radical suggestions

to ensure maximum protection of gay and lesbian rights without necessarily antagonising the

heterosexual Paradi gm.

2, K T Barflett ,Minnow's Social Relations Approach to Deference: Unanswering the Unasked' (1992) 17 Law & Socia/ lnquiry

437 oo 5.ir"'t"J""Vo, ,sexual orientation and the Right to Equalig in south African constitution: National coalition for Gay and

Lesbian Equatity & Another v Minister of Jusice a otiiit'' lzooo) r fi south African Law Journalpp 17' see also National

Coatition for Gay and Lesbian (n 9 above).
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Chapter 2: Enforcement of Human Rights by Uganda's Constitutional Court: a Discourse of

Gay and Lesbian Rights

2.1 !ntroduction

Protection of human rights in the domestic arena is usually dependent on the Constitution as the main

point of reference. According to Udombana, a Constitution is a blueprint which outlines the parameters

of the different arms of government since it provides measures for rationality.23 Prof. Pierre de Vos

refers to a Constitution as 'an instrument and a technique of power', that helps in shaping human

rights discourse in a given country.2a The jurisdiction to interpret the Constitution in Uganda lies with

the Constitutional Court. Article 126 (3) (b) and (4) (a) of the Ugandan Constitution provides for the

jurisdiction of interpret the Constitution and to enforce human rights, where any Act of Parliament or

any other law or anything done under the authority of any law, contravenes the Constitution and

mandates the Court to grant a redress.

ln performing the task of interpretation, the Constitution mandates the Court, to take cognisance of the

fact that judicial power is exercised in accordance with set norms. This mandate is reflected in the way

the Constitutional Court has been interpreting the Bill of Rights. lt is important to note that the

Constitutional Court is empowered to interpret the constitution where any conduct or act is alleged to

be in conflict with it. What is significant is that judicial powers must also be exercised in accordance

with the law.2s

The Constitution also contains national objectives and directive principles of state policy which indicate

which direction the process of interpretation should follow. They include among others the following:

1. National unity and stability.
(i) All organs of State and people of Uganda shall work towards the promotion of national unity, peace and

stability.
(ii) Every effort shall be made to integrate all the peoples of Uganda while at the same time recognising the

existence of their ethnic, religious, ideological, political and cultural diversity.
(iii) Everything shall be done to promote a culture of cooperation, understanding, appreciation, tolerance and

respect for each other's customs, traditions and beliefs.

2. Protection of the family.

The family is the natural and basic unit of society and is entitled to protection by society and the State.

3.Cultural objectives.

Cultural and customary values which are consistent with fundamental rights and freedoms, human dignity, democracy and

23N J Udombana 'lnterpreting Rights Globally: Courts and Constitutional Rights in Emerging Democracies' (2005) 5 Afican
Human Riqhts Law Journal 47.
2o P. de V5s, 'The Constitution Made us Queer. The Sexual Orientation Clause in the South African Constitution and the
Emergence of Gay and Lesbian ldentity', in C. Stychin and D. Herman (eds) Sexuality in the Legal Arena (2000) p 195.
'" See article 126(1) of the Constitution of Uganda.
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with the Constitution may be developed and incorporated in aspects of Ugandan life.26

The Constitution further makes a strong promise on culture in that:

The State shall-
(a) promote and preserve those cultural values and practices wtrich enhance the dignity and well-being of

Ugandans,

The above stated directive principles of state policy clearly recognise the fact that Uganda is a

multicultural society, and that respect for, and tolerance of, divergent views should therefore be of

paramount importance. While the protection of the family is emphasised, it is my view that these

principles do not clearly define what constitutes a family.28 lt could be a family as between a man and

woman or it could mean a family as between persons of the same sex. lt is clear from the Bill of Rights

that only cultures that are not in conflict with fundamental human rights freedoms and dignity are to be

promoted.2s

Policy directives place obligations on the state and at the same time give momentum to the political

expectations of citizens from the different organs of the state in ensuring protection and promotion of

human rights. lmportantly, policy directives help to interpret certain rights in the Constitution that may

not be accurately defined.30 Given the above principles, the Constitutional Court in Uganda could, rely

on the directive principles so as to give effect to a right to non-discrimination on the ground of sexual

orientation.

2.2 Rules of Constitutiona! lnterpretation Adopted by the Constitutiona! Gourt of Uganda

Rules of interpretation of any legal document help in ensuring that there is consistency in the litigation

process. Additionally, rules of interpretation make it easier to give effect to certain rights that may not

necessarily be specifically defined in a legal document, either because lawmakers had not clearly

provided for a right, or because a document is inherently ambiguous.3l

The Ugandan Constitutional Court has been alive to this fact, given the various rules that it has

adopted. ln Chades Onyango Obbo Andrew Mujuni Mwenda v Attomey-General,32 Justice

'u See generally the National Objectives and Directive Principles of State Policy of the Uganda's 1995 Constitution as
amended on p.16.

ll See (n 7 above) p.18.

'o F Angles, The Origin of the Family, Private Propefi and State (1972) pp 1245, argues that the institution of a 'family'
contains the germs of slavery and domination. The original word famillia symbolised how many slaves were under one's
control.
2s The status of these principles in constitutional interpretation has not been clarified meaningfully by any courts in Uganda;
however the Supreme Court of lndia has given meaning to certain rights on the basis of directive principles of state policy in
the constitution.to R S. Jeffrey 'social and Economic Rights in the South African Constitution: Legal Consequences and Practical
Considerations' (1993) Columbia Joumal of Law and Social Problems p 22. See for example article 37 of the lndian
Constitution on this ooint.

]] lerrey (n 30 above) p 26.
" Constitutional Petition no. 15 of 1997
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Twinomujuni, JA, summarised the rules of constitutional interpretation in Uganda, which have been

subsequently followed in many others cases in which different provisions of the Constitution of

Uganda had to be interpreted,33

The judge held that in applying the principles of constitutional construction

... I take heed of two other pieces of advice drawn from other, but similar jurisdiction, which I find highly persuasive.
They are also cited in the cases I have referred to above. ln the case of De Clerk & Suct Vs Du Plassis & Anor
t199416 BLR 124. at oaoe 128-9 The Supreme Court of South Africa (sic) stated:-

"When interpreting the Constitution and more particularly the bill of rights it has to be done against the
backdrop of our chequered and repressive history in the human rights field. The state of legislative and
administrative means curtailed.....the human rights of most of its citizens in many fields while the courts
looked on powerless. Parliament and the Executive reigned Supreme. lt is this malpractice which the bill
seeks to combat. lt does so by laying ground rules for state action which may want to interfere with the
lives of its citizens. There is now a threshold which the state mav not cross. The Courts quard the door."

IEmphasis mine]

ln the later case of Susan Kiguta & 416 others v the Attorney general,'o the same judge expanded

upon the approach adopted earlier and held inter alia that the principles which govern construction of

a statute are also applicable to construct a constitutional provision, by giving the widest possible

meaning, in their ordinary sense, to the words therein.3s Further, that because a Constitutional

provision containing a fundamental provision is intended to serve for a long period of time, its

interpretation should be dynamic, progressive and flexible, so as to keep pace with ever changing

ideals of a society.36 The Constitution, the Judge added, should be interpreted as a whole with no

single provision to be relied on to destroy any other. He characterised this rule to be the rule of

'harmony' or'completeness' or'exhaustiveness' or'paramountcy' in any written Constitution.3T

Finally, the Judge stated that the words of a written Constitution prevail over all conventions,

precedents and practices,3s implying that even when one has to rely on comparative law or

international law, the Constitution must prevail. Further, it was held, that in order to give effect to the

greater purpose of the Constitution, no single provision should be separated from the rest, but that all

the provisions should be brought into perspective so that any interpretation of the Constitution

conforms with the people's aspirations since it is from such aspirations that judicial power is derived.3s

lmportantly, the Court acknowledges, quite rightly and firmly, the supremacy of the Constitution; hence

33See Major General David Tinyefuza Vs Attorney General, Constitutional Petition No. 1 of 1997 (unrepofted) and on appeal
in Constitutional Appeal No. 1 of 1997 (unrepofted) in the Supreme Courl of Uganda. Zachary Olum and Another Vs Aftorney
General, Constitutional Petition No. 6 of 1999 (unrepofted) and Dr. James Rttanyarare and Another Vs Attomey General,
Constitutional Petition No. 5 of 1999 (unrepofted).
] Constitutional Petition no 6 of 200i atp.71
3^l xiguta (n 34 above) rule a
iKgula (n 34 above) rule b
l' Kigula (n 34 above ) rule c
"_o_ Kigula (n 34 above ) rule d
'" Kigula (n 34 above) rule e
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giving it a towering position in any interpretation process. lnvariably any practice or law which

contradicts the Constitution is null and void to the extent of such inconsistency.ao

Fundamentally it was held that in order to guarantee international human rights and freedoms,

international standards must be viewed as part of the standard of interpretation, because of the ever

evolving notion of human dignity. lt was firmly stated that comparative input - especially from countries

with similar constitutions - is useful, and therefore an important guide to interpretation of the Ugandan

Constitution.4l Similarly, decisions from international adjudication bodies interpreting human rights

documents would be of help,a2 Thus where there is commonality between our Constitution and

international law, decisions thereunder are of persuasive value to the Ugandan courts. Finally the

Court pointed out that what is important are the object and purpose of a Constitutional document.a3

ln sum, the Constitutional Court of Uganda would be able to give notions such as dignity its literal

meaning, that is to say, dignity means dignity and nothing else. Secondly, by reading the Constitution

as a whole, it becomes easier for notions of equality to become more important, and connected to

human dignity. ln addition, by applying the purposive approach to legal interpretation, the Court will

have to interpret these concepts in a context of humility, human dignity, and tolerance.

I will illustrate how it is practical, given the rules of interpretation of the Bill of Rights, for courts to make

a finding against the violation of right to non discrimination on grounds of sexual orientation even when

the right is not specifically provided under the Ugandan Constitution. However, in applying these rules,

at the back of the Judges' minds is the need to strike a balance between what the aspirations of the

people are, and the meaning and importance that should be attached to certain rights. ln determining

what their aspirations are, the key question should be, in my view, whether human dignity, privacy and

equality, as separate rights should prevail over the right to culture and religion.

2.3 Yogyakarta Principles as Litigation 'Radars'to Gay and Lesbian Rights Advocates

According to Human Rights Watch, the Yogyakarta Principles are a milestone in the protection of Gay,

Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender rights,aa because they present a good standard for governments

in treating people whose rights are often times reviled. 'Firmly grounded in the law and precedents,

they enshrine a simple idea: human rights do not admit exceptions'.4s First the principles affirm that

ao Kigula (n 34 above) rule f
4,1^ xiguta (n 34 above) rule g
'l Kigula (n 34 above) rule h
o" Kgula (n 34 above) rule i
n'Yogyakarta Principles' a Milestone for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Rights Expefts Sef Ouf Global Standards
for Sexual Rights and Gender Equality'on-line at <http://hrw.org/english/doc.sl2007l03l26lglobal15546_txt.htm> (accessed
on 2007-10-19).
a5 Yogyakarta principles a milestone (n 44 above) comments by Scott Long, Director of lesbians, Gay, Bisexaul, and
Transgender Rights Program at Human Rights Watch.
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the principle obligation of states is to implement human rights. I will point out the relevant principles

that will form part of the discussion in this thesis.

The principles are clear that all states are required to repeal penal provisions that criminalise

homosexuality on grounds of the right to equality and non discrimination.a6 ln addition, the principles

require states to ensure the right of each person to enjoy the protection of the private sphere, including

intimate decisions like consensual sexual acts.aT Further that torture on grounds of ones sexual

orientation should be condemned.as Most relevant to our discussion is the counsel that the right to

religion should never be invoked to justify laws that lead to the denial of equal protection before the

law.os

The position of these guidelines in international law has not been clarified, but like any other

guidelines, they may be considered as soft law. Prof Dugard argues that soft laws are usually

imprecise standards that are intended to serve as guidelines to states in their conduct but which lack

the status of 'law'.so Thus the above guideline could serve the purpose of guiding courts in

interpretation of constitution in the context of gay and lesbian rights, since they were in fact formulated

by experts in the field of human rights.sl

2.4 Gay and Lesbian Rights as understood through the Notions of Dignity, Equality and Privacy

under the Ugandan Constitution

The Preamble to the Ugandan Constitution, as amended, provides the platform for better human rights

protection.s2 ln the past, it was difficult for courts to strike down laws which were unconstitutional,

since no guidance was available to test certain values. For instance, apart from the 1995 constitution,

none of the previous constitutions had an elaborate Bill of Rights, particularly with regard to equality.

The first independence Constitution was a product of Lancashire compromise negotiations with the

colonial power, and the subsequent one in 1967 was overshadowed by what has been described as a

political coup by the then Prime Minister against his own government.s3

6 See the Yogyakarta Principles on the Application of lnternational human Rights Law in Relation to Sexual Orientation and
Gender ldentity principle No.2 on-line at <http://www.yogyakartaprinciples.org/index.php?item=2S> (accessed on 2007-10-
1 9).
o]Vgyakarta principles (n 45 above) principle No.6.
ol Ygyakarta principles (n 45 above) principle No.10.

-"] Ygyakarta principles (n 45 above) principle No. 21.
"' J Dugard (2005) lntemational Law: A South Afican Perspective Lansdowne: Juta and Company pp 37-8.
"'S.43 of Uganda's Evidence Act Cap 6 provides that when the court has to form an opinion upon a point of foreign law, the
opinions upon that point of persons specially skilled in that foreign law, are relevant facts.
" Among others, the Constitution refers to struggles against tyranny and oppression, and a commitment to a better future
based on equality, freedom and progress.
"'The '1967 Ugandan Constitution has been referred to as a 'pigeon-hole' constitution since lawmakers were simply ordered
to pick it from their pigeon holes and ordered to promulgate it without debate while Parliament was surrounded by armed
men. From 1971-1995, Uganda was either in a full dictatorship or quasi military dictatorship.
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Just like the South African Constitution,uo the Preamble to the Ugandan Constitution provides a

promise to break away from the country's repressive past. lt fundamentally posits four important rights

that are the focus of this paper: equality and freedom from discrimination, respect for human dignity,

and privacy. These provisions must be contrasted with the provisions in the Penal Code Act (PCA)

that criminalises sodomy, which provides as follows:

Any person who-
(a) has carnal knowledge of any person against the order of nature:

(b) hascarnal knowledgeofananimal; or rL^^-i^.^rnarrrra aammircannffenceand'
(c) permits a male person to-frave carnal knowledge of him or her against the order of nature, commits an offence and is

ii.or" to imprisonment for life.ss

The discussion below will show how the pcA provisions on sodomy could be declared unconstitutional

with regard to rights to dignity, equality, and privacy as constitutionally posited rights'

2.4.1 Equal ity and F reedom from D iscrim i nation

Article 21 of the constitution of Uganda provides for equality of all persons before and under the law,

whether in political or social and cultural life, and in every other aspect' without defining the term

,persons,. I proceed from the logical and obvious assumption that "person" includes individuals who

are attracted to members of the same sex't'

Article 21(2) and (3) list the prohibited degrees of discrimination and define what the term

discrimination means. lt provides thus:
(2) without prejudice to clause (1) of this article, a person shall not be discriminated against on the ground of

sex, race, colour, ethnic origin, tribe, birth, creed'or religion, social or economic standing, political opinion or disability'

(3) For the purposes of this articte, "olscriminate" means to give different treatment to different persons

attributable only or mainly to their respective oesciiptions by sex, ,"ce, totbr-r' ethnic origin, tribe, birth' creed or religion'

social or economic standing, political opinion or disability'

This article shows that it is not enough to rely on discrimination per se; it must be demonstrated that

the discrimination is on prohibited grounds. Thus, one has to show how sexual orientation as a

prohibited ground of discrimination could be protected as a right analogous to non-discrimination on

grounds of sex.

The constitutional court in FIDA (u) v the Attoney General and others,57 recently declared s'15 of the

pcA of Uganda unconstitutional, on the grounds that the section treated adulterous women differently

from adulterous men, by invoking article 21 of the Constitution which provides for equality before the

law and prohibits discriminating of grounds of sex. Twinomujuni JA who wrote the lead judgement said

alpage24:

s See the preamble to the constitution of the Republic of south Africa.

" 5. i;s;iih" ienat cooe Att c"p 120 is in the chapter called offences against mo.ralitv .
s Artictes 21 (2) & (4),24,27.t) a(2) and gz ot indconstitution of uganti provide th'e frame work for the right of equality

and non discrimination.A'itii'iiii inii niornrv Generat and others Constitutional Petition No' 2/2003
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,,lt is, in my view, glaringly impossible to reconcile the impugned provisions of the Divorce Act with our modern concepts of

equality and non-discrimination between the sexes enshrined in our 1995 constitution. I have no doubt in my mind that the

impugned sections are derogation to articles 21,31, and 33 of the constitution."

Okello JA added at Page 17:

"ln the instant case, the evidence available reveals that sections 4(1) and (2)' 5' 21' 23' 24' and 26 of the Divorce Act

discriminate on the basis of sex. This brings them into contact with articles 21 91) (2),31 (1) and 33 (1) & (6) all of which

provide against discrimination on the basis of sex. This is a ground for modifying or declaring them void for being inconsistent

with these provisions of the constitution. To the extent that these sections of the Divorce Act discriminate on the basis of

sexes, contrary to the articles 21 (1) & (2)'

The Court rejected the submission by the state that s.154 be modified to suit the constitution so as to

save the impugned section, reasoning that the section could not be modified as it was not part of the

laws that could have been saved by s.273 since it is inconsistent with the constitution' ln this case the

PCA provided that a married woman having sex with any man committed adultery' while a married

man committed no offence if he had sex with an unmarried woman'

ln order to include the right to non-discrimination on ground of sexual orientation as a prohibited

ground, in the context of the Ugandan constitution, it is better to attack sodomy laws from an angle

which reveals socially constructed sex normativity that defines homosexuality as an offence, rather

than as a case of discrimination on ground of sexual orientation,tt because, it may be difficult to argue

a case of discrimination on ground of sexuar orientation when it is not part of the prohibited grounds'

Thus, it is plausible to argue that since gay and lesbian do not fit into the sex roles of who a 'woman'

or a ,man, is, the law that targets homosexual conducts discriminates against them on ground of sex'

such a nuanced approach to articulating sex discrimination is helpful, because it adopts a liberal

centrist strategy on equarity whire at the same time articurating the ways in which gay advocacy

reaches outside the bounds of traditional liberal understanding of discrimination.5e

Jurisprudence at the international level indicates that discrimination on the ground of sex now includes

a prohibition of discrimination on grounds of sexual orientation.uo The drafters of the Ugandan

constitution, aware of the fact that it could not have exhausted all the rights posited in the Bill of

Rights, left a door open to include any other rights that may not appear in the constitution' Hence

article 45 states:

The rights, duties, declarations and guarantees relating to the fundamental and other human rights and freedoms

the pursuit of PolYtonal GaYut D Nelaime 'Marriage, Cruising, qld.Lil'e.il Between: Clarifying Organisational Positionalities in

easei Adroiacy' (20i03) ftarvaiO Civil Rights-Civil Libefties law Review p 44
ut Neiaime (n 58 above) P 120.
uo Toonen (n 13 above)i no*er", its authoritative force appears to.have been watered down by of the decision in X v'

cotombia (uN HR Committee 2007) that na. taien a-"oiiirary position. At the minimum the latest decision shows the

iontinuous'nature of gay debate even at lnternational level'
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specifically mentioned in this Chapter shall not be regarded as excluding others not specifically mentioned.

So, relying on international law decisions, one can contend very strongly that the Constitutional Court

in Uganda could find an infringement of a right to non-discrimination on the ground of sexual

orientation by the PCA provisions that target gays and lesbians, examined against the background of

sex as prohibited grounds of discrimination. This is because sex, as a legal and biological term, may

not be limited to the heterosexual definition of man and woman, but includes a liberal definition that

includes sexual attraction towards members of the same sex.

However, under article 21(4), Parliament is authorised to enact laws which may limit this right as long

as it is "acceptable and demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society".u' !n this regard one

could argue that sodomy laws fall with in this limitation. lndeed, even a right such as equality could be

limited in one way or the other. ln Chales Onyango Obbo,62 the meaning of the provision was

subjected to detailed examination.

The Constitutional Court clearly stated that for any right to be limited, one must demonstrate that it is

necessary and justified in a free and democratic society. ln other words, such limitation must be

permissive and be part of the process of an open and transparent society.63 Additionally, it must be

limited by a law of general application. lt could also be argued that the sodomy laws reflect the

people's aspirations, and are thus permissive under the Constitution. ln Susan Kigula & 416 others v

the Attomey-General, fhe court rhetorically asked:

ls a "law" which provides for arbitrary, discriminating, unfair and unjust treatment of citizens a law within the
meaning of this article? Can a "lav/' which derogates on the rights of citizen's guaranteed under article 22,24, 28
and 44 be called law within the meaning of article 126 of the Constitution? A law must always be right, just, fair, not
arbitrary, fanciful or oppressive. lf a law is not all thege, it is no law at all and our courts are not called upon to
exercise judicial power in conformity with such a "law".o*

ln any case, there are other means such as regulation of same sex conduct that could have been

employed, rather than introducing a total ban. ln many democratic countries, emphasis is placed on

tolerance and acceptance of differences. This includes tolerating people who are erotically attracted to

members of the same sex. Thus, since the infringement seems to have failed the test adopted by

many democratic countries on limitation of rights, it is contended that the Constitutional Court in

Uganda may find such an infringement unjustifiable. As regards public opinion: it has been

established by the Constitutional Court in South Africa for example, as well as Human Rights

Committee jurisprudence, that public opinion should be considered but in cases where it is strongly

l] See article 21(3) of the constitution of Uganda.

il^ Onyango Obbo (n 32 above).
"' Onyango Obbo (n 32 above) pp 23. For instance article 36(1) of the Constitution of South African has listed a non-
exhaustive number of factors by which a right may be limited. They include the nature of a right, importance of a right and
purpose of a limitation, nature and extent of a limitation, relationship between the limitation and purpose and the less invasive
means to achieve the purpose.
uo Cited as constitutioiral petition no 6 of 2003 p 105.
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against ceftain rights, then courts should engage in a higher level of inquiry in favour of human

rights.6s

2.4.2Dignlty

Article 24 of the Ugandan Constitution does not clearly provide for a right to dignity. However, what is

prohibited can be read to imply an indirect acknowledgement of the right to dignity. lt provides that:

'No person shall be subjected to any form of torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or

punishment'.

Since the article does not define what the terms "torture" or "cruel or inhuman or degrading treatment"

mean, one has to rely on the rule of literal interpretation to determine their meaning and give these

terms their ordinary meaning as defined by an English dictionary.6u Article 24 imposes an absolute

prohibition against violation of this right.

ln AG v S Abuki,6' it was stated that, since the words in article 24 of the Constitution were not defined,

they had to be given their ordinary and plain meaning. According to Court's reasoning, a reasonable

person does not need to be told what 'torture' is, what 'inhuman' means or what 'degrading' means,

since the words are self explanatory. The court drew inference from the right to life which was

understood to extend to livelihood. ln other words 'dignity' was read in to include the right to life in

order to condemn the punishment of banishment. 68

ln Kyamanywa v lJganda,oe corporal punishment was found to be unconstitutional in terms of arlicle 24

because of the humiliation and pain that was suffered by the accused which was not helped by the

presence of a medical officer whenever such punishment was administered. The importance attached

to dignity is reinforced further by article 44 of the Constitution which provides for its non-derogation.

One of the attributes of being a human being is the freedom to be what she/he is. This understanding

of dignity has its roots in the Kantian notion of dignity that looks at human dignity as forming part of the

human worth.70 Taking dignity as a related aspect of one's sexuality and sexual attraction, because it

involves ones' intimate life, it can be argued that any attempt to regiment a person's sexual life

655 v Makwanyane 1995 (3) SA 391 (CC) para 88, where the court held that 'Public opinion may have some relevance to the
enquiry, but in itself, it is no substitute for the duty vested in the Courts to interpret the Constitution and to uphold its
provisions without fear or favour. lf public opinion were to be decisive there would be no need for constitutional adjudication'.
See also Toonen (n 13 above).
uu For example the Concise Oxford English Dictionary (9th ed) defines the terms 'Cruel' as 'indifferent to or gratified by
another's suffering or causing pain or suffering especially deliberately' (p 324:'lnhuman' as '(of a person's conduct etc)
brutal, unfeeling, barbarous, unfeeling, or not of human type' (p 700); 'Degrading' as 'humiliating or causing loss of self
respect' (p 354); and 'Dignity' as 'the state of being worth of honour or respect' (p 377). The definition of 'dignity' is therefore
qbroad one where one can slot in any thing that qualifies under the dictionary meaning above.
l] ConstitutionalAppeal No.1/1998 pdr Od6r JSC as he then was.
iieouxi (n 67 above) pp7-15.
oo Constitutional Reference No. 1 0/2000.
70 A Chaskalson 'Human Dignity as a Foundational Value for Constitutional Order'(2OOO) 16 South Afrlcan Joumal of Human
Rlghfs 193, pp 196.
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directly infringes his\her self-worth, and the freedom not to be treated as a member of a 'flock' or a

'herd'. For instance, as has been argued by Cameron that the fact that homosexuality, and indeed

lesbianism are about people's identities that determine to whom they relate erotically, makes any

restriction on this attraction a violation of their dignity, and therefore unconstitutional.Tl

How dignity as a right is exactly implicated in the sodomy penal provision is what needs to be

investigated in order to argue a case for the legal protection of gay men and lesbians. I have already

illustrated how notions, such as 'cruel and inhuman punishment' are cognate to human dignity. What

remains is to bring sexual orientation within the big picture of dignity. The concept of human dignity is

the moral basis of any democratic government, and implies equality to all since it expresses the

highest value of the law, informing both the substance and spirit of the Constitution." lt also reveals

the connections to a history of international and foreign law that is constituted in many human rights

declarations, hence overshadowing all grounds for right infringement such as cultural and religion. lt is

a solemn commitment to constitutional foundational values.73 To exclude gay and lesbian person from

this communig of values is fundamentally flawed and logically contradictory.

lf one looks at dignity as flowing from a wider human community that would feel the injustice if a

member thereof is unjustly treated, then it becomes easier to argue that since sodomy laws demean

individuals that form part of a wider society, it is the responsibility of the entire society at large to reject

any laws that demean the dignity of one of their own. This re-enforces the idea of recognition of

differences which characterise our humanity and co-existence.

The way sodomy law polices and forcefully 'conscripts' people not only undermines their status as

human beings, but the threat of prosecution and possible imprisonment also accomplishes their

degradation and psychologicaltorture. Symbolically it makes all homosexuals criminals before the law,

no matter how innocent they may be simply because of their sexual attraction or identity which keeps

them in constant fear of persecution.To The net effect is to 'slur, humiliate and demean the "so-called

sodomite", making them inferior and not worth of human dignity'.7s

Chaskalson, has described the right to dignity as "a foundational value of the constitutional order", re-

iterating that the protection of human rights can only take place in a country in which, "there is not only

equality of rights but also equality of dignity.76" Dignity in respect of the sodomy laws in Uganda is

further implicated by the fact that the PCA section which provides for the offence also provides for

]] Cameron (n 8 above).
'' Chaskalson (n 70 above). See also V C Jackson 'Constitutional Dialogue and Human Dignity: States and Transnational
Constitutional Discourse' (2004) 65 Mont law Rev P 25.
]3 Jackson (n 72 above) pp28-33.
!"_ National Coatition for Gay and Lesbian (n 9 above) para 28 per Chaskalson P.
7_l National Coatition tor Giy and Lesbian (n 9 above) para 108'per Justice Sachs.
76 Chaskalson (n 70 above) p 196.
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bestiality, hence equating homosexuality to animal like behaviour. lndeed, as Cameron correctly

remarked, the law against sodomy treats gay conduct as a monster and an insult.77

This proposition is encapsulated by Nussbaum who argues that, "human life has certain central

defining features," which include inter alia "having opportunities for sexual satisfaction and being able

to have attachments to things and persons outside ourselves [and] to love those who love and care for

us".78 ln this regard, by declaring s.'156 of the PCA unconstitutional on the ground that it infringes

gays' and lesbians' right to dignity, the fibre of constitutionalism would be tested.

2.4.3 Privacy

Article 27 of the Constitution of Uganda provides for the right to privacy as follows

(1) No person shall be subjected to-
(a) unlawful search of the person, home or other property of that person; or
(b) unlawful entry by others of the premises of that person.

(Z)lrio person shall 6e subjected to interference with the privacy of that person's home, correspondence,

communication or other property.

This means that the state is obliged not to interfere with a person's right to privacy and at the same

time to ensure that third parties do not violate the right either. The negative wording of this article

implies that it is a 'hands off kind of right, prohibiting the state from infringing one's privacy by either

searching a person, their home or other property, or by entering into their premises or subjecting them

to such other interference, as described in article 27(2). The article's area of prohibition is very wide,

since it protects the physical person as well as the space around the private person, for instance the

home.Te

The judgment and views of the Constitutional Court of South Africa (their Constitutional provision on

privacy is similar to Uganda's article 27 of the Constitution), have strong persuasive value in

interpreting the right to privacy in Uganda. ln Benstein v Bester,8o the Constitutional Court of South

African held that the importance of a right to privacy may be analysed in two ways: first, in relation to

privacy in a private sphere, and, secondly, in relation to privacy in the public realm. The right to privacy

provides strong protection in the intimate private sphere, and any interference therewith attracts a

higher level of scrutiny than that of privacy in the public arena. Thus, the more one moves to the public

arena, the more the rights narrows without but disappearing altogether.sl This approach to privacy has

" Cameron (n 8 above) pp 90.
78 M Nussbaum 'Human'Functioning and Social Justice: ln Defense of Aristotelian Essentialism' (1992) 20 Political Theory pp

205,222.
'e Article 27(2) otlhe Constitution of Uganda.
8o Benstein v Bester 1996(4) Cln ++, para 67. This case is of strong persuasive value since South African and Uganda

inherited the English common law doctiine of precedents. According to this case, the right to privacy is a 'right to be left

alone'.
01 Benstein (n 80 above) para67.
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been referred to as 'the continuum of privacy interest' by Curie and de Waal.82 Under the Ugandan

Constitution, there are no internal limitations to this right hence it can be argued that privacy as a right

is core to every human being.

Harris however, argues that it would be dangerous for gay men and lesbians to rely on the right to

privacy when challenging sodomy laws.83 This is, he says, because if one argues that homosexuality

is based on the privacy claim, one inadvertently reinforces societal notions that homosexuality should

be hidden from the public debate, because it a private matter and an embarrassment to a litigation

process.to lt also has problems of blurring lines between the public and private domain, status and

conduct, as well as norm and deviance. Thus privacy creates uncertainty and sharpens arguments

that allow anti-liberal sentiments that conflate legal issues, which would othenrvise be different in a

heterosexual context.E5

Accordingly, arguing for the extension of the right to privacy to gay and lesbian sexuality 'obfuscates'

the reasons why they are in need of protection, because private claims may dilute the strength of such

assertions.so From feminists' perspective for instance, privacy as a construction is not free from any

problems as it bolsters patriarchal restrictions on women's equality. Critical theories illustrate the

unreliability of public and private spheres in the privacy dichotomy, where boundaries are constantly

changing and shifting, not on fixed spheres but on social constructions and assumptions.sT

While the public sphere is one that cherishes equality, the private sphere is configured as one that

cherishes domination. Thus far, selectively applied, privacy becomes a sword that protects male

domination without advancing gays and lesbians rights. Additionally, privacy has a tendency to stifle

debates on sexual orientation even in court, since it promotes the culture of 'silence' where publicity

and coming out would be important weapons for gay and lesbian rights, advancement and

protection.ss

Thus, when privacy is viewed as an ideology that serves to bolster the heterosexual nuclear family, it

may not protect interests of those who are outside such a frame work, Therefore, gay advocates must

realise that privacy is sometimes a 'tough sell' which may not provide for self-discovery, but, instead,

82 I Curie & J de Waal (eds) Ihe Bitt of Rights Hand Book(2005) pp318.
"" A Harris 'Outing Privacy Litigation Toward a Contextual Strategy for Lesbian and Gay Rights' (1997) George Washington
Law Review o 3.
8a Harris (n 83 above) p 4.
"" Harris (n 83 above) p 6.

I Harris (n 83 above) pp 7.

il Harris (n 83 above) pp 9.

llt tti: (! 93 gbole) pp 23. See also J Dean 'From Sphere Boundary: Sexual Harrasment, tdentity and the Shift in privacy'
(1994) 6 Yale lL & Feminism 377.
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provide against the dangers of disclosure and coming out, which is a strong contradiction;8e and like

Thomas argues'the closet is less a refugee than a prison house'.eo This does not entirely mean that

privacy as a right serves no purpose. For instance, when properly contextualised it can be fused with

equality and dignity since equal treatment of person both in private and public could be advanced as

concepts flowing from privacy. Secondly, privacy, it may be argued, that because forms part of human

dignity, is firmly protected.

!f the assumption that most intimate sexual acts take place in private is accepted to be true, including

sex between people of the same sex, it is highly unlikely that one would justify violation of a right to

privacy in order to police sexual lives of individuals in their private spheres. The fact that sodomy laws

have the effect of policing people's private and intimate lives makes such laws unconstitutional since

they violate a right that is so firmly protected. Though Thomas argues that for gays and lesbians the

right to privacy is a double-edged sword which should never be ignored, part of privacy may operate

as a shield, especially if viewed as forming a part of wider notion of dignity.el !n any case, for all its

brutality, the PCA provision targeting homosexual conduct remains clumsy, in that there is no recent

Ugandan judicial decision involving the application of the provision to demonstrate the usefulness of

the law. For that reason, it remains a scare-craw that is, legally speaking, highly disruptive of people's

private lives.

2.4.4 Resistance to Gay and Lesbians Rights on Grounds of Culture and Religion

The term 'culture' may not have an accurate and acceptable deflnition especially when analysed from

the legal perspective. lt may sometimes be confused the right to culture or to perform certain rites.

Tyler provides a possible working definition for the purposes of this discussion, referring to the term

as "that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, customs and many other

capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society".e2

Kaplan and Manes have identified and explored the determinants of social culture. According to the

learned authors, these include: economic development, social structure and relationships, ideology,

including aspects of religion, philosophy and personality.s3 From the above it can be argued that

culture is influenced by external factors which are subject to change. For example, economic

conditions, ideology, social structures to mention but a few are elements that can change, hence

culture and tradition too can change. The question is: if this conclusion is logical and correct how can

one preserve and profess such a culture as a right if it is the basis for justifying the current criminal

!! Harris (n 83 above) pp 42.
su T Kendall 'Beyond the Privacy Principle' (1992) 92 Cotombia Law Review p 27.
"' Chaskalson (n 70 above).
lf e S ryter priinitive Cuttire, (1971) p 1.

" D Kaplan, & et la (1972) 'Culture Theory' Prentice - Hall, Englewood Cliffs, in K Sriramesh, & D Vercic, (eds) The Global
Public Relations Hand Eook (2003) p 5.
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sanctions against gay and lesbian? The Constitutional Court of Uganda has held that for any person

or authority who seeks to derogate from any other fundamental right bears the burden to demonstrate

that such derogation is justified in a free and democratic society.s4 This burden is an onerous one, in

my view in light of what I have discussed above in the perspective of sexual orientation'

ln Uganda there is a relationship between traditional culture and customary law. Under the Judicature

Act of Uganda,es customary law is part of the law that is applicable, except that it is valid as long as it

is not repugnant to good morals or inconsistent with the English common law which was introduced in

Uganda through colonial ordinances, written law and equity.e6 ln its national objectives and directive

principals of state policy, the Ugandan Constitution only promises to uphold those cultural and

customary values that are consistent with fundamental rights and freedoms, human dignity and

Constitution, Therefore, constitutional validity of culture is premised on its compatibility with the

constitution." lt is important to note that laws, culture, customs and traditions which demean the

dignity of any of the marginalised groups are prohibited by the constitution of Uganda.es

The Constitutional Court in Uganda has not decided on the right to culture or indeed the position of

customary law. Recourse will again be had to the South African Constitutional court, whose right to

culture under its Constitution in real terms is similar to Uganda's articles 29 and 32(2). ln Bhe and

Others v Magstrate, Khayelitsha and Others; Shibi Sithote and Others; S.A Human Rr'ghfs

Commission and Another v President of the RSA and Another, Ngcobo J, held that there are three

ways in which customary law could be established: by judicial notice, by expert evidence, or by text

books.es According to her indigenous law or customary law is dynamic and constantly changing; only

that it had been distorted in the past by apartheid system.too

principally, the inclusion of a right to culture and traditions by drafters of the Ugandan Constitution was

an acknowledgement of diversity and cerebration of differences. However, beyond the rhetoric of

culture and traditions, the Constitution presents significant problems to Judges on how to interpret

different cultures and traditions in different contexts. lt leaves it open for Judges to second-guess what

a particular culture or tradition entails; usually with the aid of 'old wise men'. This creates uncertainty in

the entire adjudication process, especially in more controversial cases such as of gay and lesbian

rights.

% Kigula (n 63 above).
tu 

S.1 5 of The Judicature Act Cap 13 Laws of Uganda provides that:
(1) Nothing in this Act shall depririe the ifign Court of the right to observe or enforce the observance of, or

shalldepiive any person-of the benefit of, any existing cirstom, which is not repugnant to naturaljustice, equity and good

conscience anO hdt incompatible either directly or by necessary implication with any written law.
s Judicature Act (n 95 above).
e7 Judicature Act (n 95 above).
e8 See article 32(2) of the Constitution of the Republic of Uganda.
se Reported in (2005) (1) BCLR (1) (Cc) para '150. See also (n 51 above) s. 46.

'oo Bhe (n 99 above) para 153.
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2.5 Sodomy Laws and Morality in Uganda: A PhilosophicalAnalysis

It is not easy to analyse the relationship between law and morality without indicating what the two

terms imply. Law is a set of rules, which regulate human conduct, and, which at a social level, is

accompanied by social and moral sanctions. For a law to ensure that it commands respect, it must be

backed by the threat of force.101 Over and above 'the command backed by threat' model - a positivistic

legal theory, law must have a meta-physical force for its legitimacy, 'a realm somewhere within the

mystical haze',102 or the morality of the law. According to de Vos, if it is true that law produces the

discourse of power and knowledge, it also regenerates itself into a related discourse of discipline as

well.103

Legislatures therefore, in making law must stay in touch with social concerns of that 'truth' and

'discipline' if the legislative process is to retain legitimacy. The Ugandan PCA provisions that punish

sodomy and other "unnatural" offences fall under one of the chapters in the penal code referred to as

the "offences against morality"! I have already made reference to it when I discussed equality. I will

not repeat the details of the provisions.

The chapter includes all other sexual offences like rape, prostitution defilement, adultery (which has

now been declared by the Ugandan Constitutional Court as unconstitutional),1o4 to mention but a few.

The law decrees that anyone who has anal sexual intercourse with any person, or commits sexual

acts against the order of nature is on conviction, liable to a sentence of life imprisonment. However,

the law does not provide any guidance as to what "the order of nature" might be. This leaves potential

gays and lesbians confused as to what exacfly is prohibited.

True, the majority of Ugandans view homosexuality as a perverted practice, which ought to be

eradicated from society.'05 Homosexuality is considered to be a disease to be cured, and in extreme

cases it has been compared to bestiality.lou At a theological level it is not treated differently from

Sodom and Gomorra in the Bible, deserving the same punishment, or worse than what God meted out

to the 'sodomites'.'o' lt can therefore be argued that the view that homosexuality is unnatural and

immoral is what the sodomy law does address in so many words.

However, the fact that the Ugandan Constitutional Court has found the law on adultery inconsistent

with the Constitution, yet adultery is clearly condemned by the Ten Commandments while

]il-ttl O A Freeman & DA Michael (eds) L/oyd's lntroduction to jurisprudence (2001) pp 245-50.
]flt nrnotO 'Law as Symbotism' in v AuOert ie d) Sociotogy o,ria* it}Si,l p na.
'"" P. de Vos (n 24 above) p 199.
t_o^o- FIDA 1U1 1i st above).
'l] Uganda rejects Gay rights (n 2 above).
''"'Behind the Mask' otlile at <http://www.mask.org.zalSECTIONs/Africapercountry/ABC/Uganda/ugandal0g.htm> July
? p_,2005 (accessed on 2007-01 -31 ).107 ln The Bible, Genesis chapter t's, tne sodom city is referred to as the evil city.
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homosexuality is not,108 is testimony that the sodomy laws would not be difficult to strike down even if

they find more support from the moralists. Additionally the question of morality should be

contextualised to mean constitutional morality and not evangelical and theological morality, so as to

give effect to the whole constitutional document as a living document.

What most critics of homosexuality do not say, perhaps for obvious reasons, is that homosexuality

represents a challenge to the heterosexual hegemony and Uganda's patriarchal society. What is

emphasised is that it is taboo for a man to have sex with another man. According to Tamale, taboos,

and legal sanctions are some of the ways in which a patriarchal society sustains itself by tightening a

rope around "sexual deviates".10' She further contends that the reason for the attack being primarily

against men, points to the fact that the threat posed by lesbians is minimal, due to the politics of

masculinity which treats women as passive recipients with no power to sex; hence the law

emphatically punishes the acts of men having sex with men, and is less concerned, at least in

practice, with what goes on between women and women.110

Minnow takes the view, for instance, that differences between heterosexuals and homosexuals mutate

into abnormality, inferiority, irrationality, weakness or evil, which breeds insecurity; hence the greater

the insecurity, the greater the desire to protect the 'purity and certain hegemonic identity'.111 ln this

regard the desire to protect the heterosexual hegemony is what is carelessly presented to be a
genuine concern for morality and culture in the form of s.145 of the PCA.

Many countries that share the English common law doctrines understand morality in terms of common

decency. Thus, historically, in England, Parliament was not expected make laws that contradicted the

wishes of the majority, because it was thought they only had to articulate the views of the electorate.ll2

ln my view, in terms of constitutional law, common decency may be understood to mean good values

within the constitutional document. ln fact, at common law, the inconsistency would be tested against

the common law good.113 The question that is conveniently never asked is whose morals must be

considered and who is the best judge thereof? Secondly, what are the underlying values against which

'otThe Ten Commandments, Exodus 20:14 onAdultery, in (1994) The Hoty Brble (NKJV) Thomas Nelson, lnc. p 73. There is
no where in the Ten Commandments where Homosexuality is prohibited. The 'sin' of Sodom and Gomorrah in Ezekiel 16:48-
49 shows that it was the sin of inhospitability that led to male-male rape not simply to male-male sex.
1oe Tamale (n 12 above).
'10 Tamale'(n 12 above). See also C Pereira "Where Angels Fear to Tread?" Some Thoughts on Patricia McFadden's
"Sexual Pleasure as Feminist Choice"' on-line at <http://www.feministafrica.orglfao/oO2-2O03sp-charmain.html>, (accessed on
2007-802\.
1'] Barttett'Minnow's (n 21 above) pp 6.
"' A V Dicey (1905) 55 Lecfures on the relationship between law and Public Opinion in England During the Nineteenth
Century Quoted in PP Graig 'Dicey: Unitary, Self Correcting Democracy and Public law'(1990) 106 Law Quarterly Review
15,111.
"3 See for example J Finnis, "ls Natural Law Theory Compatible with Limited Government?" in Robert P. George (ed) Naturat
Law, Liberalism, and Morality (1996) pp 30. See also R P George 'The Concept of Public Morality' Ameican Joumal of
Juisprudence 2000) University of Notre Dame Forum on Public Morality p 3 where the learned author argues that ' the
common good of public morality ,that is the good of health moral ecology, generates obligation in justice to all of us...'
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all conduct and laws are to be tested? The answers to this question will briefly be suggested in the

analysis below.

2.5.1 The Civilising Mission of Sodomy laws: the Right to Religion and the Hollowness of

Traditions

The discourse on homosexuality in many African countries is silently premised on the notion that

sodomy is a capitalistic creation, an offshoot of the individualism of the middle class elite of Europe.l'o

ln this respect homosexuality is regarded as an extension of imperialism. The rqection thereof is

therefore grounded on its alleged imperial connection. This is however only half the truth, for it was the

advent of colonialism that brought with it into Africa the moral discourse, through forceful policing of

people's sexual lives. lt is therefore incorrect to support the penal sanctions against homosexuality on

the basis that they promote African values at all. The truth is, that at the heart of the law that

criminalises what is referred to as "unnatural offences", was the influence of a missionary society,

which advanced its moral and Devine inclination.ll5

The effect of Christianity can be captured by the tone of article 29(1) (b) of the Constitution of Uganda
which provides as follows:

(1) Every person shall have the right to-

(b)freeOom to practise any religion and manifest such practice which shall include the right to belong to and

participate in the practices of any religious body or organisation in a manner consistent with this Constitutioni

Whereas the article provides for religious rights in general, in the context of my discussion I will

analyse this right in the context of Christianity. The reason for this approach shall become clearer in

the later part of my thesis. ln any case since the most fervent anti-gay sentiments have recently been

orchestrated by Christian religious groups rather than any other groups, makes my decision to single

out Christianity much more rational.

Phillips argues that the introduction of Christianity in most African countries brought in the notions of

sin in sex, demonised through symbols of the serpent and death. "u Christianity introduced morality

and shame, individualism and civility, self respect and order; hence the framework on which sexual

regulation was now premised was projected as a dangerous and shameful act and given new

perspectives through the teachings of the benefits of purity. The colonial cum theological imposition of

"o C.A. Johnson, 'Hearing Voices: Unearthing Evidence of Homosexualig in Pre-colonial Africa', in D. Constantine Simms
(ed) Ihe Greatest Taboo. Homosexuality in Black Communities, (2001) pp 132-148.
oo 132-148.
'rs O Phillips 'Constituting the Global Gay' in C Stychin & D Herman (eds) Sexuality in the Legat Arena (2OOO) p 19. See also,
for example, ''THIS BODY!" Supporting Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and lntersex (LGBTI) Organising in East
Africa', Conference Report held at Grand Regency Hotel, Nairobi June 15-18, 2006 pp 39 where the Biblical story of Sodom
and Gomorra is given a new perspective. The Ten Commandments do not prohibit sodomy but adultery which is common
?.Eongst heterosexuals is firmly prohibited.
"o Phillips (n 115 above) pp 21-22.
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sodomy laws is manifested in the difficulty which the colonial administrators faced in defining sexual

offences, particularly sodomy, debating whether it was an unnatural, a natural or a nurtured act.117

The attempt to invoke traditions is open to criticism, and in some instances very suspicious, when the

ultimate purpose is repression. The Adam and Eve story (and not the Madam and Eve one),'18 is

indeed, a concoction of the Judeo-Christian doctrine, when all that there is, is civilising natives through

regulated sex.11e Christianity has had a long history of brutal relationships with colonial agents,

repressive post colonial regimes, and apartheid South African, and right wing movements in America

with little show of favour to African people, This means that any arguments for the retention of sodomy

laws on the premise of protecting African traditions and faith, is not only imaginary, but deceptive and

highly hypocritical. As Archbishop Desmond Tutu has recently stated: the obsession of the church with

homosexuality has put other pressing social needs that it should be addressing in the limbo.120

2.5.2 Possible Approach by the African Commission to Gay Rights in the Discourse on

African Values and Traditions

The African Commission has not addressed the question of gay and lesbian rights, in spite of the fact

that there have been numerous violations of a right to non-discrimination on grounds of sexual

orientation in many African countries, in particular Uganda.'2' Whereas there may be various reasons

for this inertness, it is plausible to argue that it is possibly because, so far, no one has convincingly

made a strong argument to persuade the Commission that the question of gay and lesbian rights is

worth its time and consideration in a respectful manner, given the sensitivities that surround sex and

sexuality in Africa.122

Under the African Charter, member states have an obligation to recognise and give effect to all rights

there under.'23 Thus, any successful illustration that a right to non discrimination on grounds of sexual

orientation is part of the protected rights under the African Charter will give rise to an obligation on

state parties to recognise and give effect to it. At the same time the African Commission would have to

'1] enittips (n 115 above) p 23
"l Phillips (n 115 above) pp 79-80.
''' Phillips (n '115 above). See also P de Vos (n 24 above) p 1g7.
'" See'Gays rap US overfunding activists'on-line at <http://www.newvision.co.ugtDt1t12l591690> (accessed on 2OO7-08-
23); 'Kenya Consecration Deepens Anglican Rift' on-line at <http://news.bbc.co.uU2lhilatrical6971939.stm>, (accessed on
2007-30-08). See also 'Father Anthony Musaala is gay, says eye witness', on-line at
<http:/Arvww.radiokatwe.com/kipindikyafaaza071019.htm>(accessed on 2007-10-18) to illustrate the Christian hypocrisy.''' See agenda of the 41st ordinary session of the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rlghts (16 - 30 may 2007,
Accra, Ghana), ltem 8: Promotion Activities (Public Session) on-line at
http://www.achpr.org/english/activity_reports/activty22_eng.pdf (accessed on 2007-08-9), does not include gay and lesbian
rights. The Centre for Human Rights University of Pretoria had prepared a clinical group on Gay rights in African of which I

was a member to the African Commission.
122 R E Howard-Hassmann 'Gay Rights and the Right to a Family: Conflicts between Liberal and llliberal Belief Systems'
(2001) 23 lss I Human Rights Quarteily Baltimore p 73 discusses the need to under stand certain sensitivities if gay right
are to be properly protected.
'" See article 1 and 2 of the African Charter.
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face the uphill task of ensuring that, in protecting any rights under the African Charter, the duty to

protect African values and traditions is not abdicated.

This discussion will illustrate a possible approach to the concept of African values, and how they can

be circumvented to aid the protection of gay rights. I will start my analysis with two important rights

under the African Charter: the right to equality and non-discrimination, and the right to human dignity

so as to show how they do fit into the whole matrix of African values and traditions. I have taken this

approach because, as will be showed later, any limitation of gay rights under the African Charter may

be premised on the false notion that gay and lesbian rights are contrary to the above values. Article 2

of the African Charter provides enjoyment of rights and freedom recognised under there under without

distinction of any kind such as inter alia sex or other status.

ln interpreting any rights under the African Charter, the Commission is guided by articles 60 and 61 to

draw inspiration from international law, and, further, to consider practices consistent with international

norms of human rights customs, generally accepted as law, general principles of law recognised by

African states, as well as legal precedents. I have already made reference to international law,

especially the Human Rights Committee's decision in Toonenl2a

The Human Rights Committee made reference to the fact that the word sex may include sexual

orientation.'2s The drafters of the South African Constitution, aware of the need to protect sexual

minorities, made sexual orientation a specific prohibited ground of discrimination.l26 Therefore taking

articles 60 and 61 as our point of departure, Commission could seek guidance from international level

where a word 'sex' has been given a broader interpretation to include sexual orientation, even if the

sexual orientation as a prohibited ground is not included under the ICCPR."'This line of argument is

supported by Christoff Heyns, who asserts that the list of prohibited grounds of discrimination in the

African Charter is not exhaustive. He contends that discrimination of any kind whatsoever is prohibited

by the African Charter and that 'the listed grounds only serve as examples of the kind of
discriminations that are envisag"6';.128

Even if article 1 in part refers to entitlement of rights guaranteed in the Charter, given the fact that the

African Human Rights Commission has been able to imply any rights even if they are not provided in

"o Toonen (n 13 above).
t'u Toonen in t3 abovei. According to the Committee they found nothing to stop them from giving a word 'sex'an expansive
meanino.

']l See-S. 9 (1) and (3) of the Constitution of the Repubtic of South Africa.''' For example the African commission in Socra/ Economic Rights Action (SERAC) and Another v Nigeria (2OOl) AHRLR 60
(ACHPR 2OO1) para 60,read rights which were not in the Charter on the basis of article 60.This approach has been described
?S'analogous rights' jurisprudence.
''o C Heyns 'Civil and Political Rights in the African Charter' in M Evans& R Murray (eds)Ihe African Chafter on Human
Rights and Peoples' Rights, The system in practice, 19A6-2002 (2006) p 143.
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the African Charter presupposes that any prohibited ground of discrimination recognised, by other

international decisions may be included by implication.l2s Murry and Viljoen argue that because the list

of categories is not closed the right to sexual orientation should be included in the list.130 The reasons

why discrimination of whatever kind should be frowned upon under the African Charter are not put any

better than by Senghor: '... Mankind is one and indivisible and the basic needs of a man are similar

everywhere. There is neither frontier, nor race when the freedoms and rights attached to human

beings are to be protected.'131

The key question here becomes: can one therefore debate African values without including equality?

African values and traditions may be properly understood if one looks at them as concepts with two

limbs: one limb flowing from equality and dignity in the traditional liberal sense, and the second limb

flowing from the conservative anti-liberal thinking that looks at African values and traditions in their

literal sense. Both limbs will be discussed below.

Earlier on in this thesis, while discussing gay rights through the lenses of human dignity in the context

of the Ugandan constitution, I explained the meaning attached to the various words forming the core of

the right, These include words like 'dignity', 'degrading', 'torture', 'cruel', 'inhuman or degrading

punishment and treatment'. I do not intend to give any other meaning to those terms other than those

already ascribed thereto. ln addition I examined the importance of the right to non discrimination as

protected values. The two rights are also firmly protected under the African Charter. Alongside these
rights, the fourth preambular paragraph of the African Charter makes reference to consideration of
virtues of African Peoples' historical traditions and the values of African civilisations, 'which should

inspire and characterise their reflection on the concept of human and people's rights'.

This is buttressed by article 29(7) of the Charter which imposes a duty on states to preserve African

cultural values.l32 The legal position of a preamble in interpreting any legal document is that it acts as

a guide to excavate all that may be contained therein. Hence relying on the Preamble as our point of

departure, the philosophy of all rights can be identified.l33 Thus, if one examines the way the that
African Commission has interpreted the right to dignity under article 5, one could conclude that the

f :: t{'"J:r=#? g ti'r::1"'1"}ards Non-Discriminarion on the Basis or Sexuar orientation: rhe Normative Basis and
Procedural Possibilities before the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights and the African Union', (2000) 1

Human Rights Quafterly p 1.

'o'.Addtess delivered_by Leopo.ld. Sedar Senghor, President of the Republic of Senegal (1979) in C Heyns & K Stefiszyn
{gls) Human Rights, Peace and Justice in Aftica: A Reader (2006) p 49.
'"' Article 29 (7) of the African Charter provides for a duty 'To preserve and strengthen positive African cultural values in his
relations with other members of society, in the spirit of tolerance, dialogue and consultation and, in general, to contribute to
llrp promotion of the moral well being of the society.'
'"" T Sedgwick A Treatise on the Rules Which Govern the lnterpretation and Construction of Statutory and Constitutional Law
(1874) p 43. The author argues that 'A preamble is said to be the key of a statute, to open the mindi of the makers as to the
mischiefs which are to be remedied and the objects which are to be accomplished by the provisions of the statute".
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Commission holds the view that human dignity is the driving force of all rights in the Charter- a value

laden right."o And when combined with the right to non-discrimination, the concept of 'African values'

may be concretised. For instance in Purohit and Another v The Gambia, fhe Commission held that

human dignity is an inherent basic right, to which all human beings are entitled without

discrimination.ls5

Though the African Commission has made numerous findings on article 5, it has not made a finding as

to what 'African values and traditions' might mean. However, considering the way it has approached

the right to dignity, there is every possibility that its interpretation of 'African values'would have to be

consistent with the promotion of human rights generally: which implies that the meaning of the terms

'values' and 'traditions' would be consistent with tolerance and African diversity.

Mutua argues that notions such as 'African values, traditions, and morality', need not present much

concern and discomfort to equality advocates in Africa, because what the African Charter refers to are

traditions that only enhance the dignity of the individual.l3u Thus, any law which infringes on the rights

to equality and dignity on the basis that it is for the promotion of African values and traditions is off the

mark, and not in accordance with what might have been intended for by the Charter drafters.

Consequently, any argument in favour of the criminalisation of gay and lesbian conduct on the basis of

protecting 'African values and traditions' is illogical and rather misleading, since it goes against the

most fundamental core value enshrined under the African charter- human dignity.

2.5.3 Limitation of Rights Generally under the African Charter and the Discourse of African
Values

The absence of any specific provision limiting any rights under the African Charter does not imply that

all the rights therein are absolute. At the very minimum, it may imply that the Charter is less concerned

with limitation than with promotion of rights. However, an interpretation of article 27(2) may imply, in

fact, that all rights in the African Charter could be limited, because the article seem to subject the

enjoyment of all rights in the African Charter to the rights of others, collective security, morality and

common interest. ln other words the enjoyment of rights is dependent one the interests of society at

large. ln the limitation of any rights, a two stage approach, which has been adopted by some
jurisdictions, is most appropriate."'Once there is a prima facie violation, the party invoking a limitation

'3' Article 5 of the African Charter provides as follows: 'Every individual shall have the right to the respect of the dignity
inherent in a human being and to the recognition of his legal status. All forms f exploitation and degiadation of a 

-man

particularly slavery, slave trade, torture, in human or degrading punishment and treatment shall be prohibiied'
'"" Reported in (2003)AHRLR 96 (ACHPR2003) para 57.
'"" M lVlutua 'The-Banjul Charter and the African Cultural Fingerprint: An Evaluation of the Language of Duties' (1995) 35
Yj{Sinia Joumal of lnternational Law p 339.
'"' Both the South African Constitution and the Canadian Charter on Human Rights anticipate a two stage approach which
analyses first if there has been an infringement of right and if so whether it is justifiable.
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must demonstrate that a limitation is justifiable, and the test requires that a limitation should not make

the right illusory.138

At first blush, the concept of 'values of African civilisation' and the position of the family as the

"custodian of morals and traditional values" could form a formidable basis for limiting the right to

sexual orientation.l3s However, broader inquiries into these values contradict the veracity of such a

position, since homosexuality is not entirely un-African, but on the contrary there is evidence to show

that in the past, people of the same sex had always have sex with each other in most African

societies. lt was partly because of the fact that homosexuality is indeed part of African society, that the

South African Constitution comes out clearly to protect this rightlao since prominent leaders in the ANC

were in fact gay.la1

Even if it is correct to argue that same-sex intercourse is inimical to African values, the key question is

whether a criminal sanction against a category of people enhances those values at all. ln Toonen,'o'

the moral argument was rejected, since the relevant law had in fact been gathering dust because it

had for long time not been invoked, thus questioning its usefulness. Thus, the appropriate question

becomes: what value is to be attached to tolerating diversity in sexuality in order to promote African

values? The African Commission has also come out strongly to reject an evaluation of a limitation of

rights based on public opinion, contending that justification of a right can not be derived from popular

will,1a3 hence opinions that lead to alienation of another section of society, in my view are void of

'value', and should be rejected.

2.5.4 Depicting African Values and Culture as lmportant'Values' in the Discourse on Gay and

Lesbian Rights

ln order to understand the terms 'values' , 'traditions' and 'cultures' better in the debate on gay and

lesbian rights in African, one must look at culture as a changing and not as a static notion, in order to

challenge the arguments that deploy cultural beliefs as a justification for gay and lesbian

'lf See Media Rrghts Agenda and Another v Nigeria AHRLR para 69 and 70.

lil See Preamble to the African Charter. See also article '18(2) of the Charter.
140 Tamale (n 12 above); see also S. Murray and W.'ioscoe, Boy-wives and female husbands: sfudles of African
Homosexualities (1998) pp24-7Oi W, Dynes, Homosexuality in Sub-Saharan Africa (1983) pp 20-21; N. Hoad,'Tradition,
Modernity and Human Rights: An lnterrogation of Contemporary Gay and Lesbian Rights' Claims in Southern African
Nationalist Discourses', (1998) pp 32-43; P de Vos (n 24 above) pp 200-205; G. Conerly, 'Are you Black first or are you
Queer?', in D. Constantine-Simms (eds) Ihe Greatest Taboo. Homosexuality in Black Communities (2001) 7-23.
1al M. Gevisser "Mandela's stepchildren: homosexual identity in post-apirtheid South Africa" in P. Drucker (ed) (2000)
Different RarnDows pp 12-24', and M. Lekota, 'Address at Simon Nkoi's memorial service' in N. Hoad et al (eds) Sex and
politics in South Africa (2005) p 56.\o' Toonen (n 13 above) where it was decided that 'The Committee cannot accept either that for the purposes of article 17 of
the Covenant, moral issues are exclusively a matter of domestic concern, as this would open the door to withdrawing from
the Committee's scrutinv...'
tot See Legal Resources Foundation v Zambia, (2001) AHRLR 84 (ACHPR 2001). See also NationalCoalition for Gay and
Lesbian Equality (n 9 above) Para. 136.
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inequalities.'oo One should also analyse the above terms as part of the compartments of the 'moving

train' of human dignity as well as equality under the African Charter without which, the whole train

becomes disconnected into stationary and separate coaches. This is important, because, usually in

legal settings that provide for both customary and statutory law, normative orders present both

opportunities and setbacks in the struggle for equality, especially where customary law is invoked to

justify the limitation of rights.las Hence the best way to resolve the dilemma is to look at how the two

sets of laws supplement, and not how they contradict, each other.

Thus advocates for gay and lesbian rights should adopt measures that seek appropriate openings

within the present cultural paradigm and which are postulated on cultural and religious beliefs instead

of dismissing such beliefs. Dismissing cultural beliefs per se is not enough; it is like hiding one's head

in the sand, like the proverbial ostrich. Since cultures change over time and cultural and religious

beliefs have different interpretations, it is possible to give an interpretation to notions such as'equality'

or'dignity' that permits accommodation of gay and lesbian persons within a single dominant culture

setting.

The fear by some people of certain cultures is sometimes far-fetched, because it is easier to identify

those cultural norms that play an important part in constructing social arrangements, in order to isolate

and neutralise them. Formal laws, like the PCA provision on homosexuality, which operate to give

legitimacy to dominant articulations of culture and which invoke culture to legitimise intrusions of

certain rights, are easier to contradict by demonstrating their lack of credibility, than to simply dismiss

them as backward. This is because heterosexual hierarchies usually articulate vague notions of

culture, as a smokescreen to hide the role of formal legal institutions in creating those hierarchies.lao

Nyamu contends for instance that, the key to the articulation of culture is found in the methods

adopted in challenging such dominant beliefs without antagonising the power baselines.to' Gay and

lesbian advocates must endorse strategies to participate in debates that generate views so as to

shape what forms part of culture or what may influence changes therein, because a strategy that

supports constitutional changes without dismissing culture as a whole is durable, and firmer in

ensuring law reform. Additionally, heterosexually biased social arrangements can easily be challenged

once they are projected in the name of culture.

loo C t. Nyamu 'How should Human Rights and Development Respond to Cultural Legitimization of Gender Hierarchy in
Developing Countries?' (2000) Harvard intemational law journal p 1.
''" Nyamu (n 144 above) pp 2 See also A An-Aa'm State Responsibility Under lnternational Human Rights to Change
Religious and Customary Laws in J R Cook (ed) Human Rights of Women: Nationat and tntemational Perspectives (1994)
165, p 173.

'ol Nyamu (n 144 above) pp 5.
''' Nyamu (n 144 above) p 7.
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Mohanty takes the view that one should enquire whether cultural norms are representative enough, or

whether they are simply a generalisation of the narrow interests.las !n Uganda the main argument of

those who oppose gay and lesbian rights is based on the ground that homosexuality and lesbianism

are evil.las This bold assertion should be rejected by gay rights advocates on the ground that to

associate being gay with evil is an invention of the culture of the heterosexual norm supported by

Christian doctrine, which is inherently imperialistic, and therefore misleading. Secondly since in African

there is no single culture that one can conveniently identify because of the diverse nature of the

peoples on the continent, the duty imposed to protect African values should relate only to values that

promote diversity in an ever changing society.ls0

lnfusing concepts such as 'African values' with the notion of dignity or equality without pointing out the

other complexities that emanate from traditional anti-liberal thinking on gay rights, is however, less

helpful. The other limb of African values may also help in ensuring acceptance of gay and lesbian

rights. This limb, though weakened by the above analysis, remains pertinent for the continuity of the

debate on homosexuality in Africa, because without looking at the possible claims of the other limb,

dangers are that gay right claims will be looked at as a foreign imposition of 'unknown' notions through

human rights advocates. Sensitivity to anti-liberal views on homosexuality, however, does not mean

that one condones those views. Rather, it is aimed at understanding those beliefs and attitudes in

order to challenge arguments that deploy culture as a justification for discrimination on grounds of

sexual orientation through the force of criminal sanction.lsl

Amongst these beliefs and attitudes one finds the notion that homosexuality is impure, in which case

purity is again connected with cleanliness, sexual restraint, and orderliness in "appropriate" sex roles.

The view that sam+sex sexual activity is "disorderly" is thus based on the assumption that it violates

the approved "natural" roles played by men and women in sex.ls2 The first limb of my argument is

associated with the liberal way of thinking, whereas the second limb represents the traditional ideals

that promote conformity with the 'nature'. The two sides therefore lead to tension which I must address

before making a case for gay and lesbian rights.

148 C T Mohanty, 'Under Western Eyes: Feminist Scholarship and Western Discourses', in C T Mohanty et al. (eds) Third
World Women and the Politics of Feminism (1991) p 51laeSee 'Buturo vows to fight homosexuality"on-line at <http://www.newvision.co.uglDl8t13l590874> (accessed on 2OO7-10-
09), where the Minlster of Ethics and lntegrity is quoted as saying that "They are trying to impose a strange, ungodly,
unhealthy, unnatural and immoral way of life on the rest of our socieg... I will endeavour to block it. I can assure you on that.
L-qt them go to another country, and not here,"
'"u 1 

R Gunning 'Arrogant Perception, World Travelling and Multicultural Feminism: The Case of Female Genital Surgeries'
(1992), 23 Columbia Human Rights Law Review pp at 202-03, where the author uses the phrase 'world travelling' as a
ptrase that captures the fact that people move among different worlds including social and cultural transformation.
'"' Nyamu (n 144 above) pp2.
'"'Tamale (n 12 above) pp 85.
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The argument that the preservation of culture through penal condemnation of homosexuality will

protect African identity and culture is itself faulty in several respects, making it easier for gay

advocates in African to challenge it. Oloka-Onyango rationalises the need for caution in defining

culture. He argues that while culture may be defined as integrated knowledge of beliefs and

behaviour, with capacity of society to learn and transmit them, care should be taken to avoid a

dogmatic approach to it so as to be sensitive to expression of diversity dictated by consideration of

class gender ethnicity or pure choice. He contends that culture should instead be understood as a

broad canvas.'u'

Looking at culture as a broad canvas is rather helpful because only cultures that acknowledge

diversities in terms of gender, class or identities can only form what amounts to African cultural

identity. Such cultures, should they exist, must be protected and promoted as positive African values

under the force of article 29 (7) of the African Charter.

This is not to say that the above approach is not free from any contradictions, because, whereas the

traditionalists appeal to restraint, the liberalists are led by self fulfllment, usually condemned as moral

decadence. Thus, one may argue that the ideals that underpin individualism and the traditional

underpinnings that emphasise the collective will, may lead to a discord in advancing gay rights under

the African Charter which emphasises collective rights.lsa Nonetheless, this argument is only

sustainable only when viewed from one side of the coin and not from a two sided analysis proposed

above.

'u'J Oloka-Onyango Who's Watching "Big Brother"? Globalization and the Protection of Cultural Rights in Present Day
Africa'(2005) 27 Human Rights Quafterly p 1248.
'"'Tamale (n 12 above) pp 88. See also Murray 'The Will Not To Know: lslamic Accommodation of Male Homosexualities' in
S O Murry & W Roscoe ( eds) Culture, History and Literature (1 997) p 14, where sex and shame dominate the debate on
women and homosexuals.
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Ghapter 3: Cross Gultural Dialogue on Gay and Lesbian Rights: Possibilities and dilemmas

ln the preceding discussion I attempted to determine where different rights, now the subject of my

discussion, are located under the Constitution of Uganda and the African Charter. I have illustrated

that it is possible to read into the Ugandan Constitution a right to non discrimination on ground of

sexual orientation by interpreting the rights to dignity, equality and privacy. I have also put into

perspective the notion of African values and traditions. However it is still it is necessary to listen to

those who argue that criminalisation of gay and lesbian sex is justifiable because it protects cultural

values and family traditions, To that end, I now analyse the importance of listening to such voices as a

way of encouraging a healthy debate on gay rights in Uganda.

Evans counsels that tolerance and acceptance of differences have become the most proclaimed

hallmarks of our humanity and civic virtues.lss He argues that this being the case, gays and lesbians

cannot expect tolerance of their identity from the dominant paradigm if they fail to tolerate the views

expressed against them by those who do not support gay identity. Tolerance also means that we must

remain attentive to those differences - a strong pillar of human rights culture. Thus membership of a

group, an important part of the way in which human beings as social animals acquire a sense of

belonging,ls6 would be threatened if differen@s in the ways in which people are attracted to each

other erotically are not promoted and protected.

The main concern with the way we deal with differences in much of Africa, according to Evans, is that

usually membership of a group becomes a symbol of superiority and self conceited pride against

those outside it, leading to the creation of inferiority complexes.'u' The most constructive approach to

social or cultural differences or diversity therefore, is to accommodate different identities in a manner

that excludes no one. This is because our social nature requires that proof of membership, though an

integral part of our ability to find fulfilment in our identities, should affirm our equal legal claims and

protection on equal footing.lss

3.1 Essentialist and Constructionist Debates as Pace Setters of the Debate

The debate between essentialism and constructivism is generally about whether gay sexuality is

merely one of the sexual-object preferences, or whether it is a complex matter of particular social

155 J M Evans ' Cultural and Social Diversity of Human Rights,.Courts, Traditions and Social change'A revised text of notes
prepared for a key note address on August 29,2003, at the 13m Tiennial and Judges' Assocraflon held at Mangochi, Malawi,
or the theme, "Human Rights and Human Needs: Seeking a Judicial Talisman" p 1 1.
'"" Bartlett'Minnow's (n 21 above) p 6.

'u' Evans J (n 155 abbve) p 17. See also 'Mufti wants gays abandoned on islands' On-line at <htt p:// www.moni tor.co.ug/ne
ws/news10153.php, (available on 2007-10-15), the Muslim leader made a suggestion that is akin to banishment in the
presence of the head of state who did not contradict him.
158 Beverley Mclachlin, The Civitization of Difference (2003) pp1-30.
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protocols and regulations.lse The debate is not about the causes of homosexuality and whether it is

natural or nurtured, but rather about the appropriate description of gay identity. Thus, if the tensions

that underlie this debate can be resolved, it would help in understanding the content and context of

gay identity, and how both gay and 'straight' people should lead their lives.

Essentialist argue that gayness is an intrinsic characteristic that does not change with different

histories and cultures; even if the label of gayness had not been made, there are persons, who,

throughout history and across different cultures, have always had sex with members of the same

sex.'60 They further contend that gay persons are those that experience same sex desire, and believe

that there have always been gay people; thus it makes sense to refer to persons who share the same

experience as a single group regardless of where and when they lived.161

The constructionists on the other hand, argue that gayness is a characteristic that has meaning only

within certain times and cultures; identity categories are a creation of society, resulting from social

beliefs and practices."' Ortiz argues that is not helpful to take sides in this debate as it may result in

misunderstanding gay history and politics. Thus according to him, whether there were gay people in

ancient Greece, or whether they emerged recently, as the constructionist argue, matters not. What is

critical is that there were people who experienced same sex desire; whether their sexual roles were

branded as transgression or subversion of the traditional gender and sexual roles by society is less

important.163 Ultimately, the debate seems to be on the content given to gay identity, description and

label marks, by using different paths, while talking about the same thing.

3.2 Heterosexuality as a Gontingent Force in Gay Rights Debate in Uganda

According to An-na'im, the role of cross cultural dialogue is to help universal acceptance of norms,

both at "theoretical or conceptual levels by highlighting moral and philosophical commonalities of

human cultures and experiences,"164 because, he argues, a claim that all human rights are universally

recognised is a non-starter, even if human rights may be premised on that assumption. His question -

namely by whose criteria is the universality of norms verified - is not one that begs simple answers. He

argues elsewhere that to achieve consensus on certain human rights norms, there must be a

combination of processes and dialogue which would allow a richer and wider understanding of a

15e J Boswell 'Concepts, Experience and Sexuality'. ln Edward Stein (ed) Forms of Desire'.-Sexual Oientation and the Social
Constructionist Controversy (1990) pp 20-7.

'uo E Stein 'Conclusion: The Essentials of Constructionism, and the Constructionist of Essentialism', in Edward Stein (ed) (n

_p9 above) p 29.
']l Stein (n 160 above) p.30
'o' D R. Ortiz 'Creating Controversy: Essentialism and Constructivism and the Politics of Gay ldentity' Symposium on Sexual
Orientation and the Law (1993) 10 Virginia Law Review, p 11
tut ortiz (n 162 above) pp 22.

'uoAAn-Na'im'Cultural Transformation and Normative Consensus on the Best lnterestof the Child'(1994) 8 lnternational
journal of the law and the family p 63.
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human right concepts. He adds that unless there is an internal dialogue with in the heterosexual matrix

so as to re-evaluate itself, cross-cultural dialogue will never have any meaningful results.165

Baxi argues rather convincingly that, because there are differences in the construction of human

rights, their universality becomes problematic, leading to constant disagreements due to lack of better

approaches. Accordingly, this leads to a contested construction of what are ultimately termed as

human rights. She contends that emphasis placed on universalism by contemporary human rights

lawyers obscures the normative content of human rights.166

Consequently, regard must be had to the influence of the church in Uganda's politics, which has

become more pronounced over time, in that politicians would not find it comfortable to ignore them.167

Similarly, most traditional leaders who are constitutionally recognised seem to wield a lot of political

power, especially during election time. This makes cultural and religious heads-the super structures of

heterosexuality in Uganda, real power brokers in this dialogue.

Already plans are under way to table a Bill in parliament to deal with the 'problem' of homosexuality in

Uganda,168 a plan that could provide an opportune moment for human rights advocates so as to

engage law makers and the public at a pre-drafting stage. Since religion and traditional leaders

symbolise the heterosexual norm, it would be naive to ignore them in any debate concerning gay and

lesbian rights in Uganda. However heterosexuality as a culture would have to re-evaluate itself before

gay advocates engages them.

While dialogue is important, it cannot be the only strategy, because, like in any other struggle, there

are times when gay men and lesbians themselves need to stand up and be counted through a process

of resistance. Activism must be backed up by intellectual capacity, passion and resilience."t

According to Heyns, one way of looking at human rights is to look at it from the perspective of

resistance to injustice. Where, for example, there is violation of human rights, resistance will be an

inevitable and legitimate consequence. This approach to human right as an advocacy tool supports

'65 A An-Na'im 'State Responsibility under lnternational Human Rights Law to Change Religious and Customary Laws' in R.

99ok (ed), Human Rights of Women: National and lnternational Perspectives (1994) p 165.
'oo U Baxi 'Voices of Suffering, Fragmented Universality, and the Future of Human Rights' in B H Weston & S P Marks, (eds)
Tfie Future of lnternational Human Rlgfifs Marks (1999) pp 101-'156.

'6'Both the Catholic and the Protestant Churches in Uganda run some of the secondary and University education institutions.
ln addition in the last presidential elections, some churches came out strongly to support key candidates a decision that
heavilv impacted on the out come of the elections.
tut See 'Government drafts homosexuality bill' The New Vision of 2007-09-28-According to the State Minister for Youth and
Children Affairs, James Kinobe, "The government is drafting a Bill which will handle lesbianism and homosexuality. This will
have to go with a social approach to the gays' issue. Some of these teenagers do not even know the dangers involved," He
adds "The Bill will help determine how we can handle such cases. We are going to do consultations before tabling it in
Parliament. We generally do not think these people have to be given rights." On-line at
gttp://www. newvision.co. u glDlSl 121 589000> (accessed at 2007-09-26)
'o' See "THIS BODY!" Supporting Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and lntersex (LGBTI) (n 115 above).
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the view that human rights protection and freedom can not be granted on a silver platter but through

defiance and sacrifice.lTo

"0 C Heyns, "'A Struggle Approach'to Human Rights' in Heyns & Stefiszyn (eds) Human Rights, Peace and Justice in Africa:
A reader (2006) pp 15-24.
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Chapter 4: Conclusion and Recommendations

4.1 Gonclusion

The Ugandan legal landscape can no longer afford to blow hot and cold! lt cannot purport to have a

Bill of Rights that promotes and protects a right to human dignity, a right to equality, and a right

privacy, but at the same time turn a blind eye to a blatant infringement of the rights of other persons on

the ground that they do not conform to the majority's preferences regarding sexual attraction. The

above analysis has therefore put gays and lesbians, as right holders, in a pole-position. However,

when all is said and done, it is acknowledged that it is one thing to get a judicial pronouncement about

a right, and it is quite another to put it in practice. lt is even one thing to have legal reform that protects

gay rights and it is quite another for legal reform to lead to acceptance of gay/ and lesbians as right

holders in a heterosexual setting.171

Equally, it is one thing to suggest a method to achieve a dialogue in human rights discourse, and quite

another to present it without limitations. ln fact one could even go all the way celebrating a victory as a

result of a judicial pronouncement about a right or a legislative reform to protect gay and lesbian

rights, when in practice, the victory is not worth the paper on which it is written on. This is an immense

challenge to all human rights advocates, especially in a society that is so homophobic. A number of

problems have been identified by Weston in the any process of dialogue so as to give effect protected

rights such as gay/ and lesbian rights. They range from the nature of participants, people's

perspectives, situational, bases of power, strategies, out come and effect, to general conditions.lT2

The nature of the participants may demonstrate their perspectives and intentions in which case an

examination of those intentions and perspectives may signal the direction of the dialogue. Where a

culture is intended for the promotion of the overall values in a society, in terms of having a

transformative and just out look, then it may appeal to a higher degree of legitimacy.lT3

Cultural dialogue will also be more successful if one analyses how a practice is sustained. lf, for

example, heterosexuality is voluntarily complied with by the majority of the people, then it is more

likely to be difficult to challenge its legitimacy. lf, on the other hand, the practice is based on force,

deception and blackmail, then its legitimacy may be challenged."o A brief interrogation of most

reasons advanced by cultural apologist reveals that resistance to homosexuality is based on religious

'71 See 'Anti-gay group hits back at rights activists' on-line at <http;//www.newvision.co .uglDl8t13l584305> (accessed on
2007-31-08). See also 'ls Africa homophobic?' On-line at <http://newsforums.bbc.co.uUnol/thread.jspa?threadlD
=7154&edition=2&ttl=200708172}4517> (accessed on 2007-o8-17), where it is reported that 'in South Africa 4 lesbians were
murdered last month. The US-based organization Human Rights Watch (HRW), declared that "a climate of violent
homophobia" exists in the country'. This is a country whose constitution clearly protects gay/ and lesbian rights.
"'B Wgstol 'Universality of Human Rights in a Multicultured World: Towards Respectful Decision-Making'(ed) in B Weston
.ej"la (eds) The future of lntemational Human Rights (1999) p 65.
'l' Weston (n 172 above) p 70.

'74 Weston (n tzz aoove) j: sz.
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sentiments, because it is against God's creation and command. lt is also argued that is against African

culture and traditions; it is against the family establishment; and it is responsible for the spread of

HIV/AIDS, to mention but a few. All these arguments are a kind of forceful conscription based on

deceit and falsity as was argued above.17t

The success of cross cultural dialogue is therefore, dependant on the outcome of the power

interaction between the beneficiaries of the culture and its subjects. lf the relationship is mutually

beneficial, or if it leads for justice to all, then, on the face of it, it will be acknowledged as legitimate.

However if a culture benefits and sustains only those who are in a dominant position, and less for

those who are affected by its existence, then that culture ought to be questioned,lT6 with the intention

of disbanding it. lt is partly because the exclusionary nature of heterosexuality, as against

homosexuality, that I have deeply interrogated its rationality in this thesis.

4.2 Recommendations

It is recommended as follows; that under the present constitutional set up in Uganda a right to non-

discrimination on grounds of sexual orientation can be properly articulated through the notions of

equality and dignity, and to some extent privacy. However, gay and lesbian advocates should as much

as possible avoid relying on the right to privacy in an environment that may opposes sex identities

both in private and publicly.

As a matter of strategy, the argument relating to the rights to culture and religion should cleverly be

exposed from an angle that subjects them to other highly competing rights, such as equality and

dignity. Secondly, the often used moral argument should be interpreted in a manner that reinforces the

idea of constitutional morality and the rule of law as overriding considerations in constitutional

interpretation. Particularly, it should be pointed out that Christianity as a colonial relic as well as a

culture which is difficult to ascertain, should never be a strong basis in determining what is morally

reprehensible to Constitution or lawmaking process.

The African Charter, as a regional human rights document, should equally be interpreted in a manner

that is consistent with the latest international jurisprudence, in order to include the right to non-

discrimination on the ground of sexual orientation as a protected right. Equally, the concept of 'African

values' should be understood in terms of human rights values, and not in terms of the cultural relics of

domination and subjugation by the dominant paradigm of heterosexual masculinity.

175 See HIV/AIDS Surveillance Report June 2003 STD/AIDS Control Programme Ministry of Health, p.O. Box 7272 Kampala,
Uganda pp 20.
''o Weston (n 172 above) p 94..
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What remains of cultural and religibus morality should not be discarded as irrelevant, but should form

a basis for a debate leading to a smooth acceptance of gay and lesbian rights by the dominant

paradigm. This can be done through civic education, media interaction, and open fora in both legal

and academic circles.

An appropriate ideological strategy should be agreed upon from the beginning, prior to any dialogue,

so as to avoid 'friendly fire' by gay rights advocates. Any limitations that may hinder reliance on a

specific ideology need to be pointed out, with a view to adopting methods that would minimise any

possibility of backlashes. Finally human rights advocates in Uganda should walk a fine line to advance

gays and lesbian rights, so that there are no missteps that could alienate potential allies from the

heterosexual norm. This would help in ensuring that whatever wrong reasons are advanced to justify

the exclusion of the enjoyment of rights by people who are attracted sexually to members of he same

sex are fended off appropriately.
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